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SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY COMPANY,
A CORPORATION, Plaintiff in Error,
v.

WALKER TWINE, Defendant in Error.

FROM THE I.A W AND EQUITY COURT OF THE CITY OF RICHMOND.

''The briefs shall be printed in type not less in size than
small pica, and shall be nine inches in length and six inches
in width, so as to conform in dimensions to the printed
records along with which they are to be bound, in accordance with Act of Assembly, approved March 1, 1903; and
the clerks of this court are directed not to receive or file a
brief not conforming in all respects to the aforementioned
requirements."
The foregoing is printed in small pica type for the information of counsel.
H. STEWART JONES, Clerk.
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Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia
AT

HICI-I~IOND.

SEABOARD AIR LINE RAIL 'VAY CO~IPANY, A CORPORATION, Plaintiff in Error,

vs.
WALI{ER T\VINE, Defendant in Error.

PETITION FOR V\TRIT OF ERROR AND SUPERSEDE.ArJ

To the II onorable J·ztdge of the Suprerne Court of .Appeal.s
of Virginia:

Your petitioner, Seaboard Air Line R.ailway Company, a
corporation,. respectfully represe.nts that it is aggrieved by
a judgment for $3,000.00 rendered against it in the Law and
Equity Court of the City of Richmond, on the 26th day of
May, 1926, in an action of trespass on the case, brought by
';v alker T\vine against your petitioner, to recover damages
for alleged injuries by being struck by one of the defendant's
trains at the Hermitage Road Crossing, Richmond, Virginia. .
A transcript of the record in this case is herewith presented.
The parties will be referred to as plaintiff and defendant
in accordance with their respective positions in the lower
Court.
On the 20th and 21sf days of January, 1924, defendant operated a line of railroad, running partly through the City of
Richmond, State of Virginia. The accident complained of
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occurred ·at a crossing on the main line of the defendant in
the City of Richmond, known as the Hermitage Road Crossing. At this point the line of railroad runs generally east
and west (although all the railroad witnesses referred to the
railroad as running north and south), and the Hermitage
Road running generally north and south. This road approaches the railroad at an angle. On the left going south, or
the eastern side, of Hermitage Road, a short distance from
the railroad track, there is a building which partially obstructs the view of trains approaching from the east until
the -building is passed. On the right, or west side, of the
road there is also a building which partially obstructs the
view of trains approaching from the west. The line of railroad is upgrade from the American Locomotive Works to
the Hermitage Road Crossing~
On the night of January 20th, 1924, Eddie Carter (colored), who had been employed temporarily as a chauffeur
for M. M. J\{adden, a negro evangelist, drove the said M. 1YI.
Madden to his home in Richmond, arriv~ng there at 11:30 P.
M. According to the testimony of the said J\L J\L J\{adden,
he instructed Carter to take the car to the garage and the keys
to his regul~r chauffeur, who had just returned from Cleveland, Ohio, telling the latter to have his car around for him
at 9 o '.clock the next morning. Carter, however, upon leaving ~Iadden 's house, drove to the home of Helen Terrell, at
1204 West Clay Street, Richmond, ·virginia. There he met
Helen Terrell, James Ruling and Vvalker Twine. After remaining there a short time he invited these parties to take a
drive in J\tladden 's automobile with him, and at 12 o'clock,
or. F;bortly thereafter, Eddie Carter, I-Ielen Terrell, .James
IIuling and Walker Twine left Helen's house, which is on
Clay Street just above IIarrison. They proceeded, with Eddie Carter driving, up Clay Street to Bowe Street, and then
turned and went into Broad S'treet, then up Broad ~treet to
the Boulevard; thence north on the Boulevard to its inter.section with the I-Iermitage Road at the Fair Grounds; thence
back on the Hermitage Road to the tracks of the defendant,
where the accident occurred.
The night was cold and all windows in the automobile,
which was a closed one, were closed. There was a bright arc
light right at this crossing, which was burning brightly on
the night of the accident. According to the testimony of the
driver and .occupants of the automobile they came down the
Hermitage Road at a "moderate rate of speed" and when
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to the tracks of the defendant the driver brought the
car to a complete stop. He testified that he stopped at a point
.where the building on the left, or east side, of the road obstructed his view and he could not see a train approaching
from the east going west. According to the testimony of the
driver and occupants of the car, the gates which had been
erected at this crossing, pursuant to au ordinance of the City
of Richmond, were up. It is clear from the fact that the
gates were not broken that they were not completely lowered at the time of the accident, although the testimony of
~he train crew is that they 'vere down when the train was
stopped and they arrived at the scene of the accident. The
train of the_ defendant, .consisting o£ 18 cars, mostly loaded,
left Brown Street Yard at 12:30 A. ~I. on the morning of the
21st day of January, 1924, and was going west at a speed of
8 to 10 miles an hour "rhen the accident occurred. When the·
train left the Bro'vn Street Yard .the automatic bell was ringing and continued to ring from the time the train left the
Brown Street Yard until after the accident, when the fireman was sent back to turn it off. In addition, according to
the testimony of all the train crew, the engineer sounded his
whistle before reaching the crossing. The automobile approached the crossing from the engineer's side. The engineer
stated that the nig·ht was cold, with a wind from the north,
and l1e bad his side window closed. As he approached the
crossing l1e was maintaining a sharp lookout from the front
window of his cab. His view of the Hermitage Road, however, was obstructed by the building on the east side of the
Road, and he did not see the automobile until it struck the
right pilot beam of the engine. He immediately applied his
brakes in emergency and brought his train to a stop within
a distance of 168 feet of the crossing.
The evidence as to the condition of the plaintiff at the time·
of the accident is conflicting. Numerous witnesses for the
plaintiff testified that he had not been drinking, while the
defendant produced eight witnesses who testified that the
odor of alcohol or whiskey was strong upon his breath.
The distance from the Brown Street Yard of the defendant
to the Hermitage Road Crossing, where the accident occurred,
is 2 miles and 324 yards, and the distance from the Brown
Street Yard of the defendant to the Hermitage Yards of the
defendant is 2 miles 1,056 yards. The defendant's train,
which struck the plaintiff, left the Brown Street Yard at 12:30
A. ~f. on the morning of January 21st, 1924, and the accident
occurred at the Hermitage Road Crossing, 2 miles 324 yards
therefrom, at 12:45 A. lvi., 15 minutes after defendant's train
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left the Brown Street yard. From these facts it appears that
the train was going at a rate of speed slightly in excess <?f
eight miles per hour, which is confirmed by the testimony of
all of the defendant's train crew.
The case was presented to the jury under 16 instructions,
Nos. 1 to 15, inclusive, which appear in the record, pages
22 to 32. These instructions presented to the jury two alleged grounds of negligence of the· defendant: First, negligence of the defendant in failing to lo,ver the gates as required by ordinance of the City of Richmond; and, second,
negligence of the defendant in operating its train at a speed
in excess of four miles per hour, in violation of an ordinance of the City of l~ichmond. The jury were instructed
that if they found the defendant negligent in either of these
particulars, and such negligence was the proximate cause or
causes of the accident, then they should find for the plaintiff.
To the action of the Qourt in giving Instructions 2 and 13a,
asked for by the plaintiff, over the objection of the defendant,
the defendant excepted and stated its grounds of objection
as set forth in the record, page 31. The defendant offered
instructions, identified as E and F, which appear in the Record·, page 35. To the action of the Qourt in refusing to
give instructions identified as E and F the defendant excepted and stated its grounds of objection as set forth in the
Record, page. . . .
.
On the evidence and the instructions as given the jury
found a verdict for $3,000.00. Whereupon, the defendant
moved the Court .to set aside the verdict and to grant a new
trial on the ground that it was contrary to the evidence and
because of misdirection of the jury by ·the Court, and the
Court's refusal to grant the instructions asked for by the
defendant, identified as E and F. The Court, however, aR will
appear from order entered on the 26th· day of May, 1926,
(Record, p. 17), refused to set aside the verdict, and entered
judgment on the verdict for $3,000.00, with interest from the
date of the verdict, to which action of the Court the defend~n t excepted.
Our references to the evidence are made to the case of
Seaboard Air Line R-ailway Co. vs. Helen Terrell, as by agree- .
ment of counsel these cases were tried together, and by further agreement of counsel only one transcript of evidence was
prepared for appeal.
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.ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR.

Your petitioner assigns as error:
First : The action of the Court in refusing to set aside the
verdict and grant a new trial.
Second : The action of the Court in giving Instructions 2
and 13a, asked for by the plaintiff, over the objections of the
defendant, and refusing to give Instructions E and F, as]{ed
for by the defendant.
.AR.GUMENT.

In presenting this petition we will consider the first and
second assignments of error together, as the first assign-:·
ment of error is predicated upon the action of the .Court in
granting certain instructions asked for by the plaintiff, over
the objection of the defendant, and in refusing to grant certain instructions asked for by. the defendant and refused by
the Court over the defendant's objections. This forms the
second assignment of error.
We will first consider the. action of the Court in granting,
at the request of the plaintiff, Instruction No. 2, (see Record,
p. 22). In presenting this question we necessarily must cover the same ground as would be covered in our argument on
the refusal of the Court to grant, at the request of the defendant, instructions designated E and F (see Record, p. 35).
We will, therefore, consider these three instructions to~
gether.
The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed of
trains, is as follows:
''If any engine or other vehicle be drawn or propelled upon
a railroad or rail-track in a street a;t a greater rate than four
(4) miles an hou,r, the person who does it or causes it to be
done, or assists in doing it, or causing it to be done, shall pay
a fine of $10.00. ''
Pursuant to the provisions of the ordinance quoted above
plaintiff asked for and obtained Instruction No. 2. (See
Record, page 22.) This instruction told the jury in part that
the ordinance of the City of Richmond in force at the time
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the accident occurred required the defendant to limit the rate
of speed of its engines and trains to four (4) miles per hour,
and further instructed the jury that if the defendant failed
to perform its duty in that respect, and such failure 'vas the
proximate cause or causes of the. accident, then they should
find for the _Qlaintiff. It was admitt~d in evidence that the
defendant operated its train ''across'' the Hermitage Road
Crossing, which is within the City limits of the City of Richmond, at a speed greater than four {4) miles per hour, and if
this ordinance applies then the defendant was guilty of negligence.
The defendant asked the Court, first, to give instruction
designated E (Record, page 35). This the Court refused to
do. This instruction told the jury that the ordinance of the
City of Richmond prohibited the movement of an engine in
a street at a greater rate of speed than four (4) per hour
and had no application to the facts in this case, and they ·
should therefore disregard the same. Upon the Court's refusal to give instruction designated E, defendant asked the
Court to give instruction designated F (Record, page 35).
This the Court refused to do. Instruction '' F'' told the
jury that the ordinance of the City of Richmond prohibiting
the movement of an engine in a street at a greater rate of
speed than four (4) miles per hour was, insofar as the Hermitage Road Crossing was concerned, unreasonable and
therefore, as to such crossing, void and of no effect.
At the time the Court gave Instruction No.2 at the request
of the plaintiff and refused to give either Instruction E or
F asked for by the defendant, defendant objected to the action of the Court in giving Instruction No. 2 and in failing to
give either Instruction E or·F, for the following reasons:
1. The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed
of engines or trains in the streets of the City of Richmond to
four (4) miles per hour, has no application to speed of trains
crossing the streets of the City of Richmond; ~nd

2. The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed
of trains in the streets of the City of Richmond to four (4)
miles per hour, is unreasonable and void insofar as it applies to the Hermitage Road Crossing, particularly in vie'v
of the fact that this crossing was protected by vertical arm
gates, erected and maintained pursuant to an ordinance of
the City of Richmond.
·
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I.
The lower Court erred in granting, over defendant's objection, Instruction No. 2, and in refusing to grant Instructions E and F asked for by the defendant.
In considering the action of the Court in granting Instruc-

tir.n: No. 2 over the defendant's objection, and in refusing to
grant Instructions E and F asked for by the defendant, we
'vill present our argument in the order set forth above.
(a) The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed
of trains to four (4) miles an hour in the streets of the City
of Richmond does not apply to ·speed of trains crossing the
streets of the city.
In presenting our argument on this phase of the case we
wish .to say that we have made a diligent and exhaustive
search of Virginia authorities in order to determine whether
this question has ever before been presented to this Honorable
Court. We were unable to find where this question has ever
before been raised in the State of Virginia. This Court has
in several instahces, had occasion to pass upon the ''reasonableness" of certain ordinances, including the ordinance in·
question limiting the speed of trains in cities and· incorporated towns of this State. The question as to the application
of this ordinance, under the facts in this case, has, however,
11ever been passed upon before. It is to be borne in mind
that this ordinance was enacted years ago, when railroad
trains run in the streets .of the City of· Richmond, through
the Verv heart of the residential and business section of the
City. i'he tracks of the railroad company were in the streets,
as they still are in a number of streets of this City where
trains are operated in said streets daily for the conv.enience
of the manufacturing and industrial enterprises of this City.
We can 'veil conceive of the necessity of such an ordinance limiting the· speed of trains to four (4) miles when running in·
the busy and congested streets of the City of Richmond. In
order to protect the lives of pedestrians and other u::,~rs of
tl1e streets such an ordinance is necessary. We cannot see
either the necessity or the reasonableness of an ordinance
limiting the speed of trains to four (4} miles per hour when
it merely crosses one of the streets, where it runs longitudinally therein, particularly 'vhere such crossings are protected
by other devices.
The ordinance in question was in all probabi1ity drafted
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by an efficient city attorney, weH versed in drafting ordinances and resolutions providing for the regulation of public safety. How can it be contended that an experienced
draftsman, desiring to prohibit the operation of trains across
the streets of the City of Richmond, would attempt to do so
by prohibiting their operation in tbe streets at such a rate
of speedY The words ''across'' and ''in'' are not synonymous. The one signifies the crossing or going over a street.
The other signifies the laying of the tracks of the railroad
lengthwise in the street. As defined by Webster, ''across''
means "from side to side; cross-wise". In Webster's definition of "in" he gives the different applications and meanings
·of the word. He says "in its different application, it approaches some of the meaning of, and sometimes is interchangeable with with!in, into, on, at, of and arrton.q''. Nowhere does he even suggest that it is synonymous with the
word ''across''.

R:

In Hannibal & St. Joseph
R. Co. vs. Missouri River
Packet Co., 125 U. S. 260, Mr. Justice Lamar, in delivering
the opinion of the Court, said that the word "across" could
have but one meaning and that was "a direction opposite to
length'' ; the Court stating, on page 271 as follows :
''It is said that the act no,vhere defines the precise direction of the bridge, but leaves that to the discretion of the
company. The answer to this is, that by the express terms
of the act of Congress the piers of the bridge across the river
are required to be placed parallel with the current. To the
word 'across', unless it is q-ualified by some prefix as diagonally or obliquely, there is attached, in ordinary use, but one
meaning, a.nd that is a direction opposite to length.''
In Chicago & Western lndiatna R. R. Co., et al., vs. Dunbar~
et al., .100 Ill. Report 110, the Court had occasion to construe
the following ordinance :
''The City act provides, 'the city council shall have no
power to grant the use of or the right to lay down any railroad tracks in any street of the city • e • except upon petition of the owners of the land representing more than onehalf of the frontage of the street, or so much thereof as is
sought to be used for railroad purposes'."
The Court, in construing the words "in any street" held
that they 'vere synonymous with "upon" and did not ap-

S. A. L. Ry. Co. v.. \Valke:r Twille.
ply to :the mere crossing ,of .a street; the Court, stating, on
Jpage 137, .as follows::
''The words·' in .any street' in the city cha,rter, :plainly ·m.ean
the same as the ·'upon' any -stDeet, in the Railroad a.ct. In
tl1e Railroad act it was thought necessary, in order to include
11he ·crossing ~of .a street, to add the wond '·across' .to the
·word 'upon'. T.he ;word ':acr.oss' is not .found in the phrase
in question in the City act, in addition .to the word 'in', and
this :is beamtse that clause :has no- .reasonable aprplioation ·to
the .mere cfossing of a st1~eet. Gbviously, rthis clause has 1re:£erence only .to cases 'vheve the city ,may ·pr'o.pose to ;grant the
'privilege to .a railroad ,company to run .ahnlg a street for ,a
given • distance. This clause .has really :no application to ;a
case such as is presented in this record.''
In Postal Telqgraph.Cable Co. vs. N.lf W. R. R. Co.,BB V.a.
920, Lacy, J., in delivering the Qpinion of .the Court .construing the statute providing for the construction of tele_graph lines along and parallel to the railroads of ;this ·State,
.had· occasion to define 'along'. and ',across' ; the ·Court ·stating
on pag.es .926-927 as follows:
"The lexicographers' definition of '.along' is 'by the length
of', as distinguished from 'across'; 'it is not .ambiguous.
'The kine * * * went along the highway·'. 1 Sam. vi. 12. 'And
parallel to', alone, without the .word 'alone' would bear a
signification dependent on the context or subject.;.matter-(1!)
'·extended in. the -same direction,. and in: all ;parts equidistant'.;
(2) '·having the same direction or tendency'; or (3) "like',
'similar'. But here the words are used with 'along', which
plainly means '.by the ·length of', not 'across~. And :it is
·said of two lines, one line .(the telegraph line) is to be run
·'along and ;parallel to' another line (the :railroad line). 'By
the length of the railroatlline ', and '·parallel to'' .it. .Does this
mean in or upon the railroad line~''
In other words, ·the Virginia Court has adopted the same
·construction ·of 'across' as that :adopted by the Courts of
other States; and has also construed :the word 'along' :as
meaning lengthwise as distinguished -from 'across'. In this
respect it is submitted that the words quoted 'along' and
'in' have the same meaning ·when used in ·an ordinance or
...statute -similar ·to the ordinance involved in this case.
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A.s pointed out above the
statute of this character has
"in". This clearly appears
in .Arbenz vs. Wheelin.Q ct H.
ern, 14; the Court stating on

word 'along', when used in a
the same meaning as the word
from the opinion of the Court
R. Co., (W.Va.), 10 S'outheastpage 17 as follows:

"For the reasons before stated, I am of opinion the words
'along or upon', employed in the statute, must be construed
with reference to the context and the subject in controversy,
and when so fairly construed in respect to a case such as the
one now under consideration, they 'must be understood to
mean along in the street, at, above, or below the common level
of the existing or changed surface of the street, acco~dingly
as the particular facts and circumstances may require.''
In 8. A. L. Ry. Co. vs. 81nith (Fla.), 43 Southern Reporter
235, the Supreme Court of Florida 'Yas called upon to construe the following statute:
"The only statute which seems to bear upon the question
which we have found in Section 2264, Rev. S't. 1892. That sec·
tion is as follows : 'Every railroad company whenever its
track crosses a highway shall put up large sig:p. boards at or
near said crossing with the following inscription in large letters on both sides of the boards, "Look out for the cars".
In all incorporated cities the said company shall cause the
bell on the engine to be rung before crossing any of the streets
. of a city, and their trains shall not go faster through any of
the traveled streets of a city than at the rate of four miles
per 'hour I''
·
The Court in holding that the prohibition of the statute
against operating trains through the streets of the city in
excess of four (4) miles per hour had no application to said
crossings, stating on page 238 as follows :
"It is plain that the first sentence of this section does not
apply to the streets of a city, for the subsequent sentence provides the precaution to be used before crossing them, viz.,
that the engine bell shall be rung. This last sentence in its
last clause then provides a speed limit of four miles thro.ugh
the traveled streets of a city. This cla!ltse does not seem to
be intended to fix a speed limit ~vhere a track simply crosses
.a street, and is not located upm~ a street. To give it such a
construction might, in some instances, make the law unrea-
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sonable. We think it was intended to fix the speed limit where
a railroad track is located upon a traveled street, where the
danger of injury to persons is greatest and wher.e the greatest precautions are necessary.''
This decision was affirmed in the recent case of 8. A. L. Ry.
Co. vs. To1nbelin (Fla.), 70 Southern Reporter 437, decided
by the Supreme Court of Florida on November 30th, 1915;
the Court stating on page 438 as follows:
''There was no evidence of the existence of an ordinance
of Plant City limiting the speed of trains passing through
the town. Section 2841 of the General Statutes of 1906, prescribing the speed of trains passing through 'any of the
traveled streets of a city', applies only to the traveled streets
of a 'city upon and through which the track of the railroad is
located. The court's charge that 'all railroad trains moving
through incorporated cities shall move at a rate of speed not
to exceed four miles per hour, and to do so is negligence on
the part of such railroad company', we think was erroneous.
It had no application to the facts in this case, and was mis-:
leading in that it conveyed the idea tha.t the duty devolve~
upon the plaintiff .in error to operate the train at such speeifl
when approaching a st1·eet crossin_q under the aircu'lnstances
of this case. Seaboard .Ai·r Line Ry. YS. Sm,ith, 53 Fla. 375, 43
South. 235; .A. C. L. R. R. Co. vs. W allaee, 61 Fla. 93, 55 South.
460. ,,

S'ee also State vs. Newport Standard Ry. Co., (R. I.) 18 Atl.
161.

In considering the construction to be placed upon this ordinance it must be borne in mind that the ordinance is a
penal one, and as stated by this Court on numerous occasions, must be strictly construed; which penal ordinance is
not to be extended by implication and must be limited in its
application to cases clearly described by the language employed.
See:
Harris vs. Co1nrnonwealth, 81 Va. 240.
Fox vs. Commonwealth, 16 Gratt. 1.
Street vs. Broaddus, 96 Va. 823-825.
Gates vs. Richrnond, 103 Va. 702.

.,
I
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ffihus irn rGates ·& Son ·Co. vs. Richmond, swp~a, Whittle, :J':r..,
,in delivering the 01pinion of the Cou:rt, ·stated •on ~page 704 as
~roHows.-:

"This is a penal ordinance, and is, therefore, to be con-strued ~t:r-ictly. .Zi :i"S not ·io be extended ~b.y ilmplicdflion, .and
must be 'limited 1m rlts •applicatio>n, to cases •clea·r.ly aesm·ibed
:b.:y :the .Flangu.age remployed. '':Dhe boeks •abound with ·cases :illustrating this princ~ple, 'which 1is of univet!sa;l iapplication,
except in particular instances in which the doctrine has been
·.-modified ·by 'Statute. .Pox~-s -.Ad'n'lir. •vs. Co1111J1UJnwealth, 16·Grat.
1; :Ha~ris vs. ·Oom?nm~wealiJh, 81 Via. -240, 59 Am. Rep. 666:;
St1reet vs. -Broaddus, 96 Va. 825, 32 S. E. 466."
Applying lthe ~pr1nciple set fo1,th ·in ·the above ·case to the
·ordinance under consideration, ~·we must confess that we do
not ·see ·by ·what ~stFetoh of the .imagination this ·ordingnce can
;be e)£tended ·to apply •to a railroad crossing <a :street in ;the
City·of R~chmond. Surely no ~one ~an say .that the :Iang11age
·of the ·ordinance ~clear-ly limits the ~speed -of trains ·crossing
the streets ·of the ·City of 'Richmond to ;four (4~) ·miles per
hour. As heretofore pointed out, the words ''in" .and
·"-across" are ·hot synonymous. lin clear language :the ·ordi·nance ·in ·qt1estion is ·limited in :its application to regulate
-speed of trains -in :the ·streets .as distinguished from the speed
of 'tl'ains .·across the 'Streets. To apply 'this ordinance to •the
facts in this case 'vould constitute a forced· construction of
an ordinance which is clear and unambiguous in its application.
.
The principle that penal laws are to be construed strictly
is perhaps not much less old than the constitution itself. It
js founded in .the tenderness of the law :for ;r,ights .oi indi;viduals· and on •the .plain principle that the power of pup.ishment :i-s vested in \the legislative ·and ·not the 'judicial· department. Q1he aase ,mu-st 1tl1erefore~be .a .:atrong one ·to ·.justify a
court :in departing ·from the iplain :meaning of ·\vords, especially· in a penal act; in ·search of: an intention which··the·words
themselves do not carry. To determine that a case is within
the intention of an ordinance, its language must authorize tl1e
court to say so. It is the duty of the court to enforce :the law
and not make it. As 've have said before, if it was the intention of the council of~. the City·of Richmond -to ]imit:the speed
of trains to four (4) miles ·when crossing· the :streets of the
city, as distinguished .from running::in the streets of-the city,
how easy it would have been for ·the draftsman -to 'have in-
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serted the word ''across'' in the ordinance. Nowhere does
such a ·word appear, nor is there any sitggestion that it is to
.be applied to cases of this. character.
.
The plaintiff introduced this ordinance respecting speed of
trains and· also an. ordinance respecting the ringing: of the.
,bell in the city limits (Record, pages 138 to 140). These two
provisions respecting speed of train and ringing of bell within the city limits are a. part of the Richmond City Code, and.
ha~e been since 1899. They are not two separate ordinances
or. sections of the. Code, but, constitute one section and there,fore, under familiar principles of. statutory construeti:bn;
;must be construed together. These .provisions appear in the ·
Richmond City Code df 1910 as Chapter 39, Section 1, and
i:p. the Richmond City Code of 1924 as Chapter 44, Section
)_. They have never been changed since original~y incorporated in the Code in.1899. Section 1 of Chapter 39 of the
Code of 1910, which was in evidence at the time the accident
complained of occurrecf is as follows:
''If any engine or. other vehicle be drawn or· pronelled upon
railroad or. rail-track in a street at. a greater rate than four
miles an h9ur, the person who does it or causes it to be done,
or assists in doing it, or causing it to be done, shall pay a fine
of ten dollars. Every locomotive engine put or placed upon
.any railroad. or rail-track in the city shall have attached
thereto a bell of thirty pounds weight at least, and such
,bell shall be rung whenever the .said engine is about to pass
the crossing of any two streets, and shall continue ringing
until such engine shall have passed such crossing; and if any
engine shall pass across any street. in this city, 'vithout first
ringing and continuing to ring said bell, in manner afore,said, the owner of said engine, as well· as the person then
having the control; conduct, and management thereof, shall
each be fined not less than five nor more than hventy dollars; and if. a~y person shall blow, sound, or use, or cause to
lbe blown, sounded, or used, by means of, or \vith steam, any
.whistle or other. thing, upon any public street or alley, he
shall be fined not less than five nor more than twenty dollars;
and if any railroad company, or their agents or employees,
.shall run more. than one train at the same time across the
places where their tracks intersect the streets of this city,
'yithout providing a watchman to 'flag' each train, said rail..:
road company, as well as the person or persons in charge of
such trains, or directing their movements, shall each be :fined
not less than five nor more than twenty dollars. (Code 1899.)
(Italics ours.)
fl.
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From the above it is noted that the first sentence of S'ection 1 provides for the speed of trains when propelled in a
ptreet of the city. The second sentence of Section 1 provides
for the placing on all engines, operating within the city, bells,.
and provides that such bells shall be rung when the said engine "is about to pass the crossing of any two streets". It
is to be noted that this provision does not require the ringing
of bell when crossing a single street, as the Hermitage Road
.Crossing in_ this case ; it only requires the bell to be rung
;When about to pass the crossing of any two streets. How
,could this occur? Only in two ways. 'rhe line of railroad
Gould run diagonally across the intersection of two streets
and a train passing ther.eover "Tould b[)e crossing two streets.
~ e know of nq such condition existing here or any other
place of that character, and it is used merely as an illustration. How else could this condition described in the Code.
occur Y Only by the tracks of the railroad company being
laid in the streets and when the train reached the intersection
of two streets it would be about to cross two streets, and
jWould be required to ring its bell. In other words, if the
railroad track was laid along Broad Street and a train approached Seventh and Broad, it would be required.to ring its
bell as it was about to cross the intersection of Broad and
Seventh Streets. This clearly is the provision which the
ordinance has in mind, and the reason therefor is manifest.
It is to guard against the danger from collision at intersecting streets where trains are operated in the streets, and conclusively establishes the principle ~ontended for by us that
the prior sentence limiting the speed of trains applies to speed
of trains in the streets as distinguished from crossing the'
streets.
There is another provision in this ordinance which strengthens the construction urged by us. It is provided, as a part
of .Section 1, that if any railroad company runs more than
one train at the same time ''across the places where their
tracks intersect the streets of" the city, they are required to
protect each train by a ·watchman to flag them. Here for
the first time the word across the streets is used. Under this
provision wherever the railroad company operates more than
one train across a street of the City of Richmond at the same
time, it is required to protect each train by a watchman to
flag the same. The draftsman would have used the words
· jn and across in the :first sentence of this Section and thereby clearly limited speed of trains, when crossing a street of
the city, to four miles an hour, if that had been their intention. This was not done and the inclusion of the provision
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later on in the section is evidence that the omission in the ·first
sentence was intentional. In fact, a careful reading of the
entire section leads us to tlie inescapable conclusion that the
provision referred to was clearly intended to limit speed of
trains in the streets as distinguished from the speed when
prossing the streets. That is the plain intention of the section and it is not within the province of the courts to read
into the law, which is subject to strict construction, a provision which the city obviously did not intend to incorporate
therein.
For the reasons hereinbefore set out, it is respectfully sub;mitted that the Court erred in granting Instruction No. 2
over the objection of the defendant, and in refusing to grant
instruction designated E asked for by the defendant.
(b) The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed
:Of trains to four miles an hour in the City .of Richmond, is,
insofar as it applies to the Hermitage Road Crossing, unreasonable and therefore, as to such crossing, void and of no
effect.
As we have pointed out in (a) above, this Court has, hi
several instances, had occasion to pass upon the ''reasonableness'' of certain ordinances, including the ordinance in
question, limiting the speed of- trains in cities and incorporated towns of this State.
Upon the refusal of the Court to. give Instruction E, heretofore discussed, defendant offered Instruction F (Record,
p. 266), which instruction the Court refused to give, citing
the case of Atlantic Coast LineR. R. Co. vs. Tyler, 124 Va.
484, as its reason for refusing this instruction.
It appears from the evidence that pursuant to ordinance
of the City of Richmond, the defendant had erected and
maintained at the Hermitage Road Crossing vertical arm
gates and provided a watchman at said crossing, whose duty
it was to lower and raise said gates upon approach of the
defendant's trains.
·
The ordinance limiting speed of trains to four (4) miles
;per hour in the streets of the City of Richmond, which we
have set out, was enacted as a law by the City Council in 1899
and has remained a part of the Richmond City Code continuously since said time. Since 1899 conditions of transportation, both railroad and other modes of travel, have undergone

radi~al clmng~s.

Engine~+.s and sci.~ptists have succeed~d h1
transpqrtation both by railro~d and: motor. Rail·~O~d~.have developed w:it4. th~ tilil~ ~nd· with the gr_owth. and
q~ve}9pment qf t~1~ col.lntry frqm, shor.t ljn~ independe~t s~r
v:i~~' witl1. slow. sclH~dp.les ~lld: lq:qg tran~fer.. waits to the con:-.
.sqUg~t~d fast. t)lro-qgll s~rvi~e, of. t4e tran8:-contill~ntallines
~f tqd~y. El~ct;ric aJ14 -gfls9ll.Pe IP-otor. vehiGles for ~ubHG
as weij as privat~, t:raJl~pqrt~tiQil h~ye com~iptQ vogq~ an~l
~~ve. fh;:e4 th~Il!~.elve.~ p~r:Qla.Jl(;)lltly in the hl.lsip.~s$, and: pri-.
vate affairs of the country. What would have b'een copsid::.er~Cl ~ rea~qn~h~~. sp~~d for ra:ilro~¢1 co~p.papi~s to IIHlirttain
.tw~:p.ty ye~rs. ago, WQlll~ IlQW~. b~ GQilSicl~red slqw ~lld inef.~~ie:p.t s~rvi~e. Th~ ordipa11q~, Hmith1g t}.l~ sp~ed of trains
to four (:4) ~H~~ per. hour !P.igh.t 4~ve ~en r.easo11apl~, an<l:
this Court has so held it, ten or fifteen years ago, but with
~b,~Jlg~d:.COJ1ditiQI~~-· ill t.h~ tr~:Q.SJ;lOr,t~tion syst~m of th~ coun.tr.y, ai~g! with other safe-gn~rqs, to th~ travelipg. p~blic the.
orqinance b~co~e~.· unreasgnapl~.
d~velQping

In Washington&; So1tthren Ry. Co. vs. Lacy, 94 Va. 460,..
this Court held an ordinance of the City of Alexandria, limiting_ speeq. o~, tratp.s_to .five (5) miles per hour r~~sonable ..
That; decisio~. WFLS rendered in.1897, or two years before·.
the adoption of tpe ordluance in question, and .in A. C. L. vs.
T:yl.er, 124 Va. 484:, d~cid~d Mar~h 13th, 1919, this .Co-urt held:
a city ordinance of Manchester, simUar in all respects. to the
ordinance in question, and limiting the speed of trains to
!our (4) ~~le13 pe;r hour, r~~so1~able. It is under the authority
Qf thi~_last ID:enti9ne.d ,case,. in 'vhich the I!o11orable Judge of
t:!te Lower Court, wl10 _tried. this case., had participated, that
tAe. Co_urt r~fused tlle instruction asked for by, the defendant.·
It .seems that. in the Tyler case. tl~e crossing 'vas also .protected by vertical arm gates, but the question was not raised
eit:Per in: the lo,""~r or Ap,pellat~ Court as to. tbe effect of
these gates on the OJ;qina~lce.in questio.n. It .is our. contention
that. where provi~io.n is made. for protecting the public at
ra~Iroad. crp~s~ngs by various devic~.s, such as ga;te& or the
maintena~1,ce of.flag~en, then the ordinanGe lim_iting speed of
trains to four (4) miles an hour becomes unreasonable, since
the neGes~ity for operating at such a low rate of speed no
longer e~ists. T;he~e. ordinances 've~·e designed to protect the
public in cross~g the tracks o.f. raih;oad companies. The sole
gro,und of our attack; up.on this ordin.ance is th.at it was, at
th;e tim~ of: t~1~ a~cident, prote~t.ed by v~rtical arm gates and
a .. watchman whose duty it 'vas to lower same upoJ.?. the ap.-.
..
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proach of trains. This contention, as we have heretofore
pointed out, was not raised in the Tyler case.
One of the leading cases on this question is Lusk vs. Town
of Dora, 224 Fed. 650, decided by the United States Di~tdct
Court for the Northern District of Alabama on July 31st,
1915. In that case the Court pointed out that the tracks
were not laid in the public streets but along the private right
of way owned by the railroad company, and that the only
points of danger were the grade crossings. Since these had
been protected by stationing a flagman at the main crossing,
the Court held it 'vould be unreasonable and unnecessarily
impede the operation of the railroad by enforcing the speed
ordinance of six (6) miles an hour; the Court stating on pages
652, 653 and 654 as follows:
"The evidence shows that the corporate limits are approxi-.
mately 11/5 miles in extent; that the track of the plaintiffs
is at a different and higher level than that of the town; that
the railroad is on a high trestle as it passes through the western part of the town ; that one street crosses under the trestle,
and four other streets, only one of which is considerably
traveled, cross the railroad, within the corporate limits, at
grade; that the railroad track, through the corpoate limits,
is curved at several places, and runs also through cuts and
upon embankments, presenting physical obstacles to successful operation at low speeds, and obstrutcing the passage as
well as the vision of those crossing or walking along the
track. Dora is a town of about 1,000 inhabitants, but serves
numerous mining camps as a station. There is evidence
submitted as to character and frequency of accidents within
the town limits, caused by trains, during the period of the
past three years. The plati.ntiffs, since the filin.Q of this
suit, have stationed a fla_qrnan a.t the main crossing d·uring
the daylight hours. Other facts reflecting on the necessity
or absence of necessity for the maintenance of low speed
through the corporate limits appear on the record. * * * . "
'' * * * The use of the track by citizens, owin~ to the topography of the laud, is largely confined to the street crossings, of which four CI'Oss the track at grade, and only one
is very considerably traveled. The track is nr;f. laid in a
public street, within the cbrporate limits, but on the privately
owned right of way of the railroad, and is not left :fit fm:
passage of pedestrians or vehicles along the line longitudinally. The only considerable points of danger are the grade
crossings.
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" *' • * These difficulties of operation are intensified when
trains are lim~ted to as low a speed as six ntiles an hour.
When this low speed is required to be maintainl~d for as great
a distance as 11/5 miles, the effect of the restrictic,n upon the
schedules of fast trains is disastrous, especially when it .is
considered that ·other incorporated towns have and may exercise the same rights, if the defendant has it: Under modern conditions of transportation, a speed of tnuch in excess
of six miles an hour cannot be said to be a dangerous rate
of speed, except through densely populated territory. It is
an inadequate rate of speed. * * ""
''In view of the undisputed injury that will result to the
plaintiffs in their .operation of the railroad, both in the matter of maintaining schedules and the phyt::ical injury likely
to happen to trains, when operated at so low a speed as 6
miles an hour, under the unfavorable conditions snch as the
evidence shows exist in passing through Dora, it is clear
that, if there is a method of reasonable avoidancB of or mini'mizing the dangers incident to the tJassage of trains f.hrrntgh
the corporate limits of Dora, which does not necessitate th!~
maintenance of such a low rate of speed, it should be adopfetl
in lieu of the reduced speed requirement of the O'rdina·n.ce.

"In view of the fact that the railroad, owing to the conformation of its right of way, as compared with the level of
the town and its general character, cannot 'veil be used for
travel throughout its length, but only at the points of crossing of the streets and the railroad, it would seem that rc. ·tnef.h •
od which conserved the safety of the tmblic in cro.-;:~in!J the
railroad at the street cross·ings wo·u.ld answer the e.xigmU'lJ,
and if this could be acco1nplished, without requiring the railroad to reduce the speed of its trains to as low a t"ate as si.x
miles an hour, it would be a,n 'Unreasonable b~(,rden. on interstate cornmerce to exact of it such a maximum speed requit'Pment. It seems to nie clear that the grade crossings, even if

they are four in number, as contended by the defendant, can
be adequately protected by flagmen against the paElsage of
the plaintiffs' trains over the crossings at a very mneh greater speed than six miles an hour. There is no'v a flagman at
the principal crossing. The present record is not <;Onvincing
as to 'vhether flagmen are required at the other crossings,
or whether the present arrangement affords adequate protection. The Court is not authorized to determine whai; would
be a reasonable maximum speed limit for the railroad to
operate un~er, but is limited to a declaration that the present ordinance, :fixing a maximum speed of six miles an hour,
is an unreasonable burden on interstate commerce and un-
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enforceable against plaintiffs for that reason. This finding
is predica;ted upon the idea that the danger to be apptehended can be adequately guarded against by properly protecting
the crossings or crossi'ltgs that need protection by flagmen,
urithout unnecessarily impeding the. 1Jlaintitfs' operation of
the railroad by so stringmtt a speed ·limit.''
.See also:

Meyers vs. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co. (Iowa),
42 A.m. Rep. 50.
Burg vs. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co. (Iowa), 48
Am. State Rep. 419.
The recent case of Cleveland, C. C. r£ St. L. R. Co. vs. Grambo (Ohio), 20 A. L. R. 1214, is illustrative of the changed
conditions prevailing in the transportation systems of this
country at this time. The Court held that it was error to
refuse the defendant to introduce evidence showing that ·an
ordinance limiting ~he speed of trains to six miles ·was unreasonable; the Court stating, on pages 1220, 1221 and 1222
as follows:
''Transportation problems and transportation n1ediums
have undergone an amazing change and development since
1889. It is well to keep in mind that the public transportation agencies owe complex duties and obligations to the .1\'hole
public-the passengers whom they carry and the shippers for
whom they carry, and the remaining body of the general public-to the end that their operation may be conducted in such
a way as to preserve the highest degree of safety and accommodation to all. . Railroads have developed with the time,
and with the growth and development of the country, from
short-line independent service, with slow schedules and long
transfer waits., to the consolidated fast through service of tho
transcontinental lines of today. All these improvements
were necessary to keep pace with the times and the demands
of the public; and since the period above mentioned other
transportation agencies have been created and made efficient
by the master minds and industry of the nation. ·Electric
and gasolene motor vehicles for public as well as private
transportation have come into vogue, and have fixed themselves permanently in the business and affairs of tlw country. * * •
"Rail transportation on fixed steel tracks is concededly
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and normally a faster method of transportation than that of
motor vehicles upon highways, with no fixed or stationary
traction yet the regulatory laws applying to these two lncthods ·of transportation differ materially, with an apparent
discrimination against the rail type. There is no clcnrth of
authority on thi_s question, as the question has been raised
in many ways and ·passed upon by the Federal anll S'tate
courts in many instances. And it 'vould appear from u casual
survey that there existed a lack of harmony in the conclusions
reached. Upon ca/reful wn.a.lysis much of the incon..~i.stency
disappears. The older decisions alrtnost unifo·nnl!J ft,-•ld that
properly delegated police power rnOIJJ be exercised without
limitation, so long as it is not invoked ttnreasonably ruul arbit1·arily, and j-ztst a.s U/rtifonnly sustain the t·eg•ulatar.ll acts
of the legislative bodies, for the 1·eason, ·,we think, that the
exigenc-ies of the cases in those earlier ti1nes were not pers-ztasive of an tl-nreasonable or discrintinatory situati&:~ or ap·
plication.
~'The rule of law is in no wise different today. l t ·is the
applicatio1~ of the old r-ule to a set of facts based upon 'n'ttJd-.
ern development of the tn1,nsportation b~tsiness, with the co·r1·espondi'Jtg needs and dentands of the pztblic, reduci~ug the
• situation surrounding the later-day cases to an unreasonable
absurdity, that has led to conclttsions of a diffe'rent and OlJpo.site effects, arrived at in the rnore recent decisions.
"We are persuaded that if, in the trial of the cuse before
us, the defendant had been permitted to develop the issuable
facts set out in the amended answer, there would have been
presented for solution of court and jury a different sitaation; and, following the line of decisions above melltioued,
we reach the conclusion that the trial Court erred in its ruling on the motion to strike out the matters appearing iu the
amended answer, and that the charge of the Court in respect
to the validity of the ordinance, as that validity is reflected hy
its reasonableness or unreasonableness in this case, while
consistent, of course, with its holding on the motion, nevertheless constituted prejudicial error.''
Taking into considerat~on the conditions now prevailing in
the traRsportation systems of this .country, and the fur.ther
fact that the Hermitage Road Crossing was protected by
gates, it is earnestly submitted that the ordinance of the City
of Richmond, if applicable to said crossing, is unreasonable
and therefore void and of no effect insofar as the Hermitage
Road Crossing is concerned.
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· It is,. therefore, submitted that the Court erred ill granting
Instruction No. 2 and in refusing to grant Defendant's Instruction designated F.
·
II.
The Lower:· Court· erred in granting, over defendant's o·b·
jection, Instruction No. 13a asked for by the plaintiff.
This ·brings us to a consideration of the rights and duties
of travelers approaching railroad· crossings, where such
crossings are protected by gates . and· other safety devices.
'!'his Court has. on a number of occasions set forth the duties
of travelers· and·other persons approaching.crossings, where:
gates or other devices are used. It has been uniformly held
that an open gate is ·not an invitation to cr.oss and, does not
justify a traveler in starting to cross· the tracks without look;.
ing and listening· to see if a train, is approaching. Defendant asked, for, and the Court gave, I1istruction No. 13 (Re:.
cord, page 29). It is earnestly submitted that the Instruc"'HTectly sets forth the law·of. this State respecttion No.
ing the duties and· obligations of persons crossing railroad
tracks where gates or other devices are in use .. Plaintiff
asked for and· the Court gave, over the defendant's objection, Instruction 13a (Record; p. 29). That instruction is
as follows:
''XIIIa.
''The Court instructs the· ·jury that if they believe from the
evidence that the defendant failed to lower the gates, as required by the :ordinances· in evidenc,. then such failure may
be taken by the: driver of an automobile as a .notice that it
'vas safe to proceed across· the~ tracks of· the defendant, as
the driver had a right to presume: that the defendant would
obey the said ordinances.''
We submit that even a casual reading of this instruction
'vill.disclose that not only is it inconsistent with Instruction
13 given by the Court, but is erroneous and does not correctly state the law of this State respecting the duties and
obligations of travelers and other persons crossfng railroad
traci{s where gates and other devices are in use.· This instruction told the jury that the open gates might· be taken
by the traveler of the automobile as a· notice that it was safe
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to proceed across the railroad tracks. In other words, it
told the jury that an open gate was a guarantee of safety.
This instruction is contrary to every decision by this Honorable Court. This Court first had occasion to consider this
question in the case of J(imball and Fi1~k vs. F·riend's Admr.,
95 Va. 125, and held that the erection of gates or other devices at highway or street crossings did not excuse a traveler
from exercising ordinary care and caution; the Court stating;
on page 140 as follows:
''The erection of gates, gongs, or other devices at high~
way or street crossings to warn travellers of approaching
trains does not excuse a traveller at such crossings from
exercising ordinary care and .caution. And while courts and
text-'vriters differ as to the degree of reliance that may be
placed upon the invitation which an open gate or silent gong
gives to the traveller to cross, they generally, if not universally, hold that the same degree of care and caution is not
required of him, as if there was no such invitation.''
The next case in which this question was considered by
this Honorable Court 'vas the case of Rangeley's .Ad·n1/r. vs.
So. Ry. Co., 95 Va. 715. In that case the following instruc. tion was asked by the plaintiff and refused by the trial Court.
"The court instructs the jury that it was the duty of the
defendant railway company to obey the ordinance of the
city of Danville in requiring gates at the crossing where the
plaintiff's intestate was killed, and if the jury believe from
the evidence that the defendant company did not lower the
gates upon the approach of the train which killed the intestate, then the said intestate had the right to presume that
no train was about to pass, and he, seeing the gates not lo,vered, was not obliged to stop, look, and listen for the train,
and his failure to do so is not contributory negligence.''
The plaintiff who appealed assigned as error thn action
of the Trial Court in refusing to give said instruction. 1'his
Court, in affirming the action of the Trial Court, stated on
pages 716, 717 as follows :

"That instntetion in elfect informed the jur11 that c~ per~
son approaching a railroad crossing where gates a-re requ·i1·ed
to be kept and lowered upon the approach of t·1·ain..c:, hc~.s fhe
right, when he sees that the gates are not lovJered, to pre-
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sume that no train is approaching, and that h~ is u·nrlcr no
obligation to use his senses to ascertain whether or ·not a
train is approaching.
''Whilst the same degree of care may not be required of a
traveller approaching a railroad crossing whero gates or
other devices are used for the purpose of warning travellers
of appoaching tains, still the traveller must use his senses.
He must exercise that degree of care which an ordinarily
prudent man would exercise under like circumstances before
going upon the track. Kimball & Fink vs. Frie-nd, ante, p.
125, and authorities cited.
''The instruction was plainl~7 f1rroneous, and 'vas properly rE:-fus(?d. ''
It is to be noted that the instruction refused bv the trial
Court in the above case is similar in many re::;peets to the
instruction granted by the trial Court in this case, in that
both instructions told the jury that the plaintiff had a righ
to proceed across the tracks if the gates were up. If .it was
proper for the lower Court to refuse the instruction r1rioted
above, then it was erroneous for the lower Court in this
case to grant the instruction complained of. In the Rangeley
case the Court gave an instruction correctly setting forth
the law as to the duties and obligations of travelers approaching grade crossings where gates or other devices are used.
The case of A. C. L. R. R. Co. vs. Grubbs, 113 Va. 214, is
probably responsible for the action of the lower Court in
granting the instruction complained of. The Honorable
Judge of the L.ower Court appeared ns counsel for the railroad company in the Grubbs case and was familiar there·
with. In the Grubbs case, Cardwell, Jr., in delivering the
opinion of the Court stated that the case of Rangeletl vs.
So't~.rthern Ry. Co., S'Up·ra, recognized that the raising of the
gates ·was a circumstance which "justifies" the traveler in
starting to cross the railroad. In neither· the Kimball & Fink
case or the Rangeley case was such language used by this
Court, and in the last case decided by this Court the 1anguage of Cardwell, Jr., in the Grubbs case, is expressly disapproved.
In Southern Ry. Co. vs. Jones, 118 Va. 685, this Court held
that the word "justifies" was inadvertently and )Vent beyond any warrant given by the authorities cited a'3 bearing
~pon the subject. In that case at the time of the accident
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the ·gates we!e raised and there· was no watchman at- the·
crossing and no bell" was rung, whistle sounded· or other·
·warning given of the approach of the train, as· this Court·
stated· it clearly appeared. that· the railroad company was
guilty· of negligence. There. was a demurrer.. to the evidence,
which demur.rer- was· overruled: by the lower Gourt. In reversing the case and sustaining the demurrer, to·.the .evideuee,
this Court· stated on-pages 687~ 6'88.and·689·as foJlo\vs:
"Atlatntic. Coast Line . R. Co. vs~ Grubb's, 113 ·Va. 214, 74 S.
E. 144, correctly states the law as applied to the facts ofthat
ca~e, the court. saying. that upon a .demurrer to the ev-idence
by the defendant, if the jury might have found fo1· the plaintiff, the Court must so find; and that open gAtes at a railroad crossing do not relieve a traveler of· the duty· of exercising .care for .his o-wn.safety·; but it; goes. further. and says,
and it. is so stated in the third syllabus, that. the raising of<
the gates is a circumstance which jtbstifies ·the traveler in
starting. across the railroad~ and whether, nnd&e· ·the dtClunstances, the traveler. exercised: due care· for his own ::mfety
is. a question for the jury. This statement is based upon an·
expression in the opinion (11.3 ·Va., at page 222, 74 S. 1!1., at·
page 147), where the learned: judge .who wrote the opinion·
was discussing. the case of· Rangeley vs. Sm1.fher·n· Rll· Co.,
95 Va. 715, 30 S .. E. 386, and .other authorities.upon that point,
that while 'open gates at a railroad crossing are no guaranty
of safety, meaning, of course, that open gates do not relieve
a traveler of~ a highway crossing the .railroad of the duty to
exercise ordinary care for his own safety, but· those cases
recognize that the raising of the gates is.a circumstance which
justifies the traveler on the highway in starting to cross the
ralroad~ and further recognizes that whether one injured ili
such circumstances exercised due care for hiii uwn Bafcty is
a question .for the jury.' We think the ~uord 'j?t~c;tifies? 'lVaS inadvertently u.sed, and certai'lzly goes beyond any ~varrant
given by the authorities cited as bearing upon the subject~
Rangley vs. Sou.thern Ry. Co., supra; Kitnball rt Fink vs.
Friend, 95·Va .. I25, 27 S. E. 901; So·uthe-rn Ry. Co. vs. Ald1·idge,
101 Va. 142,. 43 S. E. 333, all of \Vhich cases use substantially
the same language and declare thnt, \Vhilst the same degree
of care may not be required of a traveler approaching a railroad crossing where .gates or other devices are used for the
purpose of warning travelers of approaching trains, still the
traveler must use his senses;' (Ra.ngeley vs. Sottthern Ry.
Co., sttpra) ; he must exercise that degree of care which an
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ordinarily prucl,ent man would exercise under like circumstances (Kirnball & P1ink vs. l"'riend, sup1·a); and while all the
cases recognize that open gates at a crossing is a circumstance to be considered by the jury in determining whether
or not the plaintiff exercised due care, they do not go to the
extent of saying that 'the raising of the gates is a cirou,mstance which justifies the traveler of the highway in st.arting
to cross the railroad.' We do not at all question the correctness of the decision in .Atlantic Coast Li-ne R. Go. vs. Grubbs,
but the use of the word 'justifies', both in the syllabus and in
the opinion, is not supported by the authorities, and we have
felt constrained to point out what we conceive to be a valid
objection to it."
Instruction 13a .goes beyond the language of the Court in
the Grubbs case in that it told the jury not only that the open
gates were a circumstance which would justify the traveler
in starting across the railroad, but that the open gates were
notice to the traveler that it was safe to proceea across the
tracks of the railroad company. Instruction 13a goes beyond any of the decisions of this State on this question. It
is in conflict with Instruction 13 given by the Court at the
request of the defendant. These instructions do not set forth
different aspects of the case; they set forth conflicting principles of law. They cannot be reconciled, as one correctly
sets forth the law of the State and the other sets forth an
. erroneous principle of law. It is impossible for this Court,
or for anyone else to tell by what instruction the jury was
guided. They may have been, an.d probably were, controlled
by Instruction 13a, which incorrectly sets forth the law of
this State. Under these circumstances it cannot be said to
be harmless error. There is but one course for this Court
to pursue, and that is to set aside the judgment of the lower
Court and grant the defendant a new trial. This Court in a
long line of decisions has uniformly held that where one
instruction correctly sets forth the law and another instruction incorrectly sets forth the law, this Court will set aside
the verdict and grant a new trial. Numerous authorities on
this principle could be cited, but we will content ourselves
by citing only a few of the cases since the principle is so well
settled that citation of numerous authorities is useless.
Thus, in Virginia Land Inunigration Bureau, et als., vs.
Perrow, 119 Va. 831, Kelly, Jr., in delivering the opinion of
the Court, stated on page 836 as follows :
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" * * * It is true that defendant's instrqctions ccrrectly
inform the jury as to the proof necessary to recover in
detinue; but the instruction in question was in conflict therewith, and not only tended to, but probably did, mislead the
jury."
In Pocahontas Consolidated Collieries Co., Inc., vs. Hairston, 117 Va. 118, Judge 1\:.eith, in delivering the opinion of
the Court, stated on page 127 as follows :
''Instructions, as we have said, must be read aE! a whole
and defects in one instruction may be cured by a.correet statement of the law in another, where the Court can see that
taking the instructions as a whole they could not have misled
the jury; yet where two instructions are conflicting, the 1:erdict will be set aside, as. the court catnnot say whethe·1· the ju.ry
~vere controlled by the good or the bad in arriving flt a conclusion.''
Again, in Southern Ry. Co. vs. Snow, 117 Va. 627, Harrison, J., in delivering the opinion of the Court, stated on page
632 as follows :
"Instruction No. 9 for the plaintiff is erroneou!S for the
reasons stated in connection with the instruction already eonsidered; and in addition, it is clearly in conflict 'vith No. 8 ·
for the defendant. ·Contradicting each other as thev rlo., it i~~
i'lnpossib·le to 'say by .which instr·u.ction the jury was contr<1lled
in reaching the ve1·dict which was 1·endert3d. The situation
here presented 'vas involved in the case of Pocahonta:; Con.
Col. Co. vs. Hadrston, supra, where it was held t~ constitute
such an ·irreconcilable conflict as to make it necessary to reverse on account of the manifest inconsistency between the
instructions there considered. The reasoning of the Court
and the authorities cited in that case are equally applicable
to the present consideration and need not be repeated here.''
For the reasons hereinbefore set forth, it is submitted that
the Lower Court erred in granting instructions 2 and 13a,
over the objection of the defendant, and in refusing to grant
Instructions E and F asked for by the defendant. For the
errors assigned, your petitioner prays that a writ of error
and a supersedeas to said judgment may be awarded it, and
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that said judgment may be reviewed and reversed and a new
trial granted defendant.

8E.A.BOARD .AIR LINE RAILWAY COMPANY.
By MUNFORD, HUNTON,
WILLIAMS & ANDERSON,
Counsel.

EDMUND 1\II. PRESTON,
WHITING C. FAULKNER,.
Of Counsel.
As counsel, practicing in the Supreme Court of Appeals
of Virginia, we hereby certify that in our opinion the decision and judgment complained of in the foregoing petitio·n
should be reviewed and reversed by the Supreme Court of
Appeals.
EDMUND M. PRESTON,
WHITING C. FAULKNER.
Received July 30, 1926.
Writ of error allowed; supersedeas awarded. Bond $4,000.00.
ROBERT R. PRENTIS.
To the Clerk of the Supreme Court of Appeals at Richmond.

VIRGINIA:
Pleas before the Honorable Edwin P. Cox, Judge of the
Fourth Judicial Circuit, sitting at the request of the Honorable Beverley T. Crump, Judge of the Law and Equity
Court of the City of Richmond, held for the said City at·
the Court-room thereof, in the City Hall on the 20th day
.of July, 1926.
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: At the Rule.s
held in the Clerk's office of the said Law and Equity Court
of the City of Richmond on the first Monday in March, 1925:
Came Walker Twine, by counsel, and filed herein his decla-ration against the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, which
declaration is in the words and figures following, to-wit:
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DECLARATIO~.

Virginia:
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond.

Walker Twine, Plaintiff,
vs.
Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, Incorporated, Detendant.
Walker Twine complains of the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, a· corporation chartered and doing business
under the laws of the State of Virginia, of a plea of trespass
on the case; for this, to-wit: that heretofore, to-\vit, on or
before the 21st day of January, 1924, the said defendant was
the owner and opera tor of a certain steam railroad syste~
one of its lines running intq and out of the City of Richmond, Virginia, crossing a certain highway or street within
the City of Richmond, Virginia, known as the Hermitage
Road, over which said line the defendant operated,
page 2 ~ by and through its agents and servants, its steam
engines, freight cars, passenger coaches, etc.; that
while such O\vner and operator as aforesaid, it became and
was the duty of the said defendant to move, propel and operate the said steam engines, freight cars, passenger coaches,
etc:, with reasonable and proper care and caution, at a reasonable and proper rate of speed, and to keep a proper lookout so as to avoid running into and injuring persons passing;
without negligence on their part, on, along and over the said
Hermitage Road, where the said tracks, engines, cars, etc.,
cross at grade.
Yet the said defendant, disregarding its duty as aforesaid,
did, on the said 21st day of .January, 1924, by its agents and
servants, carelessly and negligently run and op~rate one of
.its steam engines, freight cars, passenger coaches, etc., on,
along and over the said Hermitage Road at a high, rapid and
excessive rate of speed; and as a direct and proximate cause
of the said carelessness and negligence, the said engine, cars,
coaches, etc., were, with great force and violence, run into
and driven against an automobile in which the plaintiff was
a passenger by invitation, the plaintiff at the time not exer:..
cising nor having the right to exercis~, any co~trol over the
operation or the manner of operating the said automobile,
and· which said automobile \Vas then and there being driven
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with reasonable and ordinary care and caution on, along and
over the said Hermitage Road in the City of Richmond in a
southeastwardly direction, by means of which said premises
the said automobile was violently knocked, pushed, broken
and completely demolished, and the plaintiff was thereby
violently thrown from the same upon the ground and was
knocked and greatly cut and bruised and otherwise greatly
injured, in and about his face, head and other parts of his
body and was forced to expend a large sum of money, to, in and about endeavoring to be cured, and
wit, $
by means of the premises the said plaintiff was kept in the
hospital for more than three months and from at.
page 3 ~ tending to his business for a long space of time, towit,
months, during all of which time he underwent and suffered and continues to suffer great pain and
was prevented from making great profits which he otherwise
would have made.

SECOND COUNT.
And also for this, to-wit, that afterwards, to-wit: on and
before the 21st day of Jannary, 1924, the said defendant was
the owner and operator of a certain steam railroad system,
one of its lines running into and out of the City of Richmond,
Virginia, in an eastwardly and 'vestwardly direction and
crossing at grade a certain street or highway within the said
city known as the Hermitage Road, over which said line the
defendant operated one of its steam engines, cars, coaches,
etc., that being such owner and operator as aforesaid, it became, and was the duty of the defendant, when moving and
operating its steam engines, cars, coaches, etc., to keep a
proper lookout, so as to avoid running into and injuring persons who, without negligence on their part, were passing on,
along and over the defendant's lines or tracks where f:ame
crosses the Hermitage Road or street at grade. ·
Yet the said defendant, disregarding its duty as· aforesaid, did, on the 21st day of January, 1924, while moving and
operating said steam engine, cars, coaches, etc., under the
management of its agents and servants, carelessly and negligently failed to keep proper lookout, and as a direct and
proxima.te result of said carelessness and negligence, the said
engine, cars, coaches, etc., were, with great force and violence, run into and driven against a certain automobile in
which said plaintiff was by invitation a passen~er,
page 4 r having no power to control or direct the control,
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and not attempting_ to exercise any power to direct
the control of said automobile; and which said automobile
was then and there driven with reasonable and ordinary cure
and caution in a southeashvardly direction along, over and
upon the said Hermitage Road, by means of which said
premises the said automobile was violently knocked, pushed,
broken and completely demolished, and the plaintiff 'vas thereby violently thrown from the same upon the ground and was
knocked and greatly cut and bruised and otherwise greatly
injured, in and about his face, head and other parts of his
body and was forced to expend a large sum of ·money, towit: $
, in and about endeavoring to be cured, and
by means of the premises the said plaintiff was kept in the·
hospital for more than three months and from attending to
his business for a long space of time, to-wit,
.
months, during all of which time he underwent and suffered
and continues to suffer great pain and was preveuted from
making great profits which he otherwise would have rnade.
TI-IIRD COUNT.

And also, for this, to-wit: that afterwards, to-wit: on nnd
before the 21st day of January, 1924, -the said defendant
was the owner and opera tor of a certain steam railroad system, one of its lines running in an eastwardly and westwardly direction within and without the City of R.ichrnond, "\7ir·ginia, over which it operated its steam enginqs, cars, eoaches,
etc., which said line crossed at grade a certain street or highway within the City of Richmond, Virginia, known ~nd designated as the Hermitage Road; and being such owner and operator as aforesaid it became, and was the duty of
page 5 ~ the defendant, 'vhen moving and operating its said
steam engines, cars, coaches, etc., to do so in a
careful and proper manner, a!!_d to observe the ordinances of
the said City of Richmond, Virginia, so as to avoid r1u1ning
into and injuring persons passing, without negligence on
their part, across and along the said Hermitage Road, whern
defendant's engines, cars, coaches, etc., pass over the said
Hermitage Road at grade.
Yet the said defendant, disregarding its duty as aforesaid,
did, on the 21st day of January, 1924, while moving and (Jperating one of its steam engines, cars, coaches, etc., under
the management of its agents and servants, carelessly and
negligently ran the same at a high, rapid, unlawful and excessive rate of speed, and in violatoin of an ordinance <Jf the

S . .A.
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City of Richmond, Virginia, relating thereto which provides
in part as follows:
''If any engine or other vehicle be drawn or propelled
upon a railroad or rail-track in a street at a greater rate than
four (4) miles an hour, the person who does it or causes it
to be done, or assists in doing it, or causing it to be done~
shall pay a fine of $10.00. ''
and as a direct and proximate result of s~id carelessness and
negligence and failure to observe the said ordinance, which
the plaintiff 'had a right to expect defendant to observe, the
said engine, cars, coaches, etc., were, with great forca and
violence, run into and driven against an automobile in which
plaintiff was a passenger by invitation, the plaintiff at the
time not exercising nor having any right to exercise, control
over the operation of the said automobile, and which said
automobile was then and there being driven with reas•Jnnole
.and ordinary car~ and caution over, along and upon the s:dd
Hermitage Road in an southeastwardly direction in the City
of Richmond, Virginia, 'vhere the tracks of the defendant
cross at grade the said Hermitage Road, by mean~
page 6 ~ of wliich said premises the said atuomobile was
violently knocked, pushed, broken and completely
demolished, and the plaintiff was thereby violently thrown
from the same upon the ground and was knocked and greatly
cut and bruised and otherwise greatly injured, in and about
his face, head and other parts of his body and was forced to
expend a large sum of money, to-wit: $
, in and about
endeavoring to· be cured, and by means of the premises the
said plaintiff was kept in the hospital for more than three
months and from attending to his business for a long space
of time, to-wit:
months, during all of which time
he underwent and suffered and continues to suffer great pain
and was prevented from making great profits which he otherwise would have made.

FOURTH COUNT.
And- also for this, to-wit: that afterwards, to-wit: on and
before the 21st day of January, 1924, the said defendant 'vas
the owner and ·operator of a certain steam railroad system,
one of its lines running in an eastwardly and westwardly direction within and without the City of Richmond, Virginia,
over which it operated its steam engnes, cars, coaches, etc.,
which said line crossed at grade a certain street or· highway
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within the City of Richmond, Virginia, known and dosigna te.d as the Hermitage Road; and being such owner and operator as aforesaid it became, and was the duty of the defendant, when moving and operating its said setam engines,
cars, coaches, etc., to do so in a careful and proper manner,
and ~o observe the ordinances of the said City of Rich1nond7i
Virginia, so as to avoid running into and injuring persons
passing, without negligence on their part, across and along
the said Hermitage Road where defendant's enpage Z } gines, cars, coaches, etc., pass over the said Hermitage Road at grade.
·
Yet the said defendant, disregarding its duty as aforesaid,.
did, on the 21st day of January, 1924, while moving and operating one of its engines, cars, coaches, et~., under the management of .its agents and servants carelessly and negligently
ran the same at a high, rapid, unLawful and excessive rate· of
spPed and failed to ring the bell on the s :tid engine as same
was nhout to and was crossing He.rxitage Road, and in violation of an ordinance of the City of Richmond, Virginia, relating _thereto which provides in part as forows:
''Every locomotive engine put or placed upo;n any railroad
or rail-track in the city shall have attached thereto a bell of
30 pounds weight at least, and such bell shall be rung whenever the said engine is about to pass the crossing of any two
streets, and shall continue ringing until such engine shall have
passed such crossing; and if any engine shall pass across any
street in this city without first ringing and continuing to ring
said bell in manner aforesaid the owner of said engine, as well
as the person then having contrpl, conduct and management
thereof, shall each be fined not less than $5.00 nor more than
$20.00. ''
and· as a direct and proximate result of said carelessness and
negligence and failure to observe the said ordinance, which
the plaintiff had the right to expect defendant to observe,
the said engine, cars, C<>aches, etc., were, with great force
and violence, and 'vithout notice or 'varning to plaintiff, run
into and driven against automobile in which plaintff was a
passenger by invitation, not exercising nor having any right
to exercise, control over the operation of the said automobile,
and which said automobile was then and there being driven
with reasonable and ordinary care and caution over, along and
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upon the said flermitage Road in an eastwardly direction in the City of Richmond, Virginia, where
the tracks of the said defendant cross at grade the
said Hermitage Road, by means of which said premises the
said automobile was violently knocked, pushed, broken and
completely demolished, and the plaintiff was thereby violently
thrown from the same upon the g1·ound and was knocked and
greatly cut and bruised and otherwise greatly injured, in and
about his face, head and other parts of his body, and was
forced to expend a large sum of money, to-wit: $
, in
and about endeavoring to be cured, and is permanently
maimed, disfigured and partly inca paci ta ted, and by means
of the. premises the said plaintiff was kept in the hospital for
more than three months and from attending to his business
for a long space of time, to-wit:
months, during all
of which time he underwent and suffered and continues to
suffer great pain and was prevented from making great profits
which he otherwise would have made.
page 8

~

FIFTH COUNT.
And also for this, to-wit: that afterwards, to-wit: on and
before the 21st day of January, 1924, the said defendant was
the o'vner and operator of a certain steam railroad system,
one of its lines running in an eastwardly and westwardly direction within and without the City of Richmond, Virginia,
over which it operated its steam engines, cars, coaches, etc.,
which said line crossed at grade a certain street or highway
within the City of Richmond, Virginia, known and designated
as the Hermitage R.oad; and being such owner and operator
as aforesaid it became, and was the duty of the defendant,
when moving and operating its said steam engines, cars,
coaches, etc., .to do so in a careful and proper manner, and to
observe the ordinances of the said City of Richpage 9 ~ mond, Virginia, so as to avoid running into and injuring persons passing, without negligence on their
part, across and along the said Hermitage Road, where defendant's engines, cars, coaches, etc., pass over the said Hermitage Road at grade.
Yet the said defendant, disregarding its duty as aforesaid,
did, on the 21st day of January, 1924, while moving and operating one of its steam engines, cars, coaches, etc., under
the management of its agents and servants, carelessly and
negligently ran the same at a high,. rapid, unlawful and ex•
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cessive rate of speed and failed to operate the gates at the
said crossing upon the approach of the automobile in. which ·
said plaintiff was a passenger at the time and place aforesaid, which said gates defendant had .been required to maintain and operate and which defendant had been in the habit
of operating, as required by the committee on streets of the
Council of the City of Richmond, pursuant to an ordinance
of the City of Richmond, Virginia, which provides iri part
as follows:
"It shall be the duty of all railroad companies operating
within the City of Richmond to provide and erect vertical arm
gates on such railroad crossings as the committee on streets
may deem necessary; and, in like manner to erect any other
such. gate or gates, as the committee on streets may from
time to time require, within ninety (90) days from the date of
such requirements; said gates to be of such pattern and erected in such manenr as may be satisfactory to the said committee. It shall be the duty of said railroad companies, or any
corporation, receivers, or individuals operating the same, to
erect and maintain said gates, and to providA for the closing
of the same at the approach of engines or trains so as to prevent accidents, and to have same immediately opened when
the engine or train has passed, so as to interfere as little as
possible with public travel over said crossing.'"'
and as a direct and proximate result of said ca:r;elessness and
negligence and failure to observe the said ordinance
page 10 ~ which the plaintiff had a right to expect the defendant to observe the said engine, cars, coaches,
etc., were, with great force and violence, run into and driven
against automobile in which plaintiff was a passenger by invitation, not exercising nor having any right to exercise, control over the operation of the said automobile, and which
said automobile was then and there being driven with reasonable and ordinary care. and caution over, along and upon
the said Hermitage Road in an eastwardly direction in the
City of Richmond, Virginia, where the tracks of the said defendant cross at grade the said Hermitage Road, by means
of which said premises the said automobile was violently
knocked, .pushed, broken and completely demolished, and the ·
plaintiff was thereby violently thrown from the same upon
the ground and was knocked.and greatly cut and bruised and
otherwise greatly injured, in and about his face, head and
other parts of his body, ~nd was forced to expend a large sum
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of money, to-wit: $
, in and about endeavoring to be
capacitated, and by means of the premises the said plaintiff
was kept in the hospital ior more than three months and
from attending to his business for a long space of time, towit:
months, during all of which time he underwent
and suffered continues to suffer great pain and was _pre~
vented from making great ·profits which he otherwise would
have made.
·
To the

damag~

of the plaintiff of Five Thousand ($5,-

000.00} Dollars. And, therefore, he institutes this action of

trespass on the case.

H. M. SMITH, JR.,
CHAS. W. CROWDER,
p. q.

page 11 }

And at another day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity
Court held the lOth day of April, 1926:

This day came the defendant, by counsel, and filed herein a
statement in writing of its intention to rely upon the contributory negligence of the plaintiff as a defense to this action,
and the particulars thereof, a statement of the grounds of
its defense and its plea of "not guilty" and put itself upon
the country and the plaintiff likewise.
page 12}

GROUNDS OF DEFENSE.

Virginia:
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond.
Walker Twine, Plaintiff,

v.

Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, a Corporation, Defendant.
Now comes Seaboard Air Line Railway. Company, by counsel, and :files herewith its grounds of defense to the above entitled action as follows:
1. That it relies upon each defense which may be made under the general issue.
.

.2. That it was not guilty of any negligence in any respect
and violated no duty which it owed to the plaintiff.

.~9
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3. That it violated no duty to the plaintiff which it owed
under the laws of the S"tate of Virginia, or any ordinance or
regularity of the City of Richmond.
4. That the proximate cause of the injury was the negligence of the plaintiff.
5. While denying it was guilty of any negligence it says
that if it was guilty of any negligence, such negligence was
not the proximate cause of the accident.
6. That ev(m if it were guilty of negligence, the plaintiff
was guilty of gross contributory negligence barring recovery.
7. The driver of the automobile was guilty of negligence,
which negligence is imputed to the plaintiff in this case.
8. The defendant fully performed its duty in maintaining
a proper lookout, and was not guilty of any negligence in respect to said d-qty.
'
page: 13

~

9. The defendant fully performed its duty as required by the ordinances of the City of Richmond
to sound bell on locomotive when approaching crossing, and
was not guilty of any negligence under said ordinance.
10. The defendant fully performed its duty as required by
the ordinance of·the City of Richmond by lowering the .gates
on approach of train.
11. The defendant fully complied with the ordinance of the
City .of Richmond limiting speed of train to four (4) miles
per hour.
12. That the said ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting .speed of trains when propelled in the streets of this
City, has no application to this case.
13. Even if said ordinance applies to this case, and the
speed of the defendant's train was in excess of four (4) miles
per hour, in violation of said city ordinance, said ordinance is
unreasonable, unconstitutional and void.
SEABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY COlVIPANY.
By MUNFORD, HUNTON,
WILLIAJ\IIS & ANPERSON,
Counsel.
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NOTICE OF INTENTION TO RELY UPON CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE .AS A DEFENSE.
page 14 } Virginia:
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond.
Walker Twine, Plaintiff,

v.

Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, a Corporation, De-·
fendant.
The defendant, Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, without admitting· any negligence on its part, and expressly denying that it was negligent in any manner, hereby gives notice in pursuance of Section 6092 of the Code of Virginia of
1919, of its intention to rely upon the sole negligence of the
plaintiff and of Eddie Carter, the driver of the car, who, at
the time of the injury complained of, was engaged in a joint
enterprise and/or under the control of the said Walker Twine,
as a defense of the above action, and should it be developed
at. the trial that the defendant was guilty of any negligence,
then it intends to rely upon the contributory negligence of
the plaintiff and of the said Eddie Carter in the following par-.
·
ticulars:
1. That the said plaintiff was guilty of gross contributory
negligence in that he failed to exercise due and ordinary care
for his own safety in approaching the crossing, and did not
loofr and listen in both directions or endeavor by ordinary
means to determine whether one of the defendant's trains
was approaching said crossing.
2. That at the time of the accident complained of, Eddie
Carter was engaged in a joint enterprise and/or under the
control of the said Walker Twine, and the said Eddie Carter
was guilty of gross negligence in that he failed to
page 15 } exercise due and ordinary care in approaching the
crossing, and did not look and listen in both directions and endeavor by ordinary means to determine whether
one of the defendant's trains was approaching said crossing,
and the negligence of said Eddie Carter is imputed to the
plaintiff in this case.
3. That at the time of the injury complained of the said
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plaintiff was drinking and was under the influence of intoxicating liqu9r, and by reason thereof failed to exercise ordinary care for. his own safety.
4. That at the time of the injury complained of Eddie Carter, the driver of the car, was drinking and was under the
influence of intoxicating liquor, of which fact the plaintiff,
Walker Twine, had knowledge, and the negligence and carelessness of the said Eddie Carter, by reason of his drinking
and b.eing under the influence of liquor, as aforesaid, is imputed to the plaintiff in this case.

5. That the plaintiff and the said Eddie Carter, whose negligence is imputed to the plaintiff in this case for the reasons hereinbefore set forth, were guilty of negligence in failing to exercise ordinary care at the proper time in determining whether any of the defendant's trains were approaching
said crossings, and even though they may have looked an<!.
listened for the defendant's train at a certain place, they did
not so continue to look and listen, or if seeing fail to stop;
and the said Walker Twine was guilty of further contributory negligence in failing to warn the driver of said car after
seeing the approach of the defendant's train.
·
6. That the plaintiff and said Eddie Carter, whose negli.gence is imputed to the plaintiff in this case for the reasons
hereinbefore set forth, were guilty of gross contributory negligence in approaching the crossing without expage 16 ~ ercising ordinary care on their own part, in reckless disregard of their own safety, and in such manner as to make it impossible to prevent the accident.
7. That the said plaintiff and the said Eddie Carter, whose
negligence is imputed to the plaintiff in this case for the reasons hereinbefore set forth, were guilty of gross contributory
negligence in not observing or heeding the warning given by
the defendant's agent or agents .
. 8. That the said plaintiff and the said Eddie Carter, whose
negligence is imputed to the plaintiff in this case for the reasons hereinbefore stated, were guilty of contributory negligence in failing to observe the signals given by t4~ defendant's agent or agents upon the approach of the train, and in
failing to heed the warning given by the defendant's agent
or agents by lowering the gates of the crossing upon approach of the train.
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9. The defendant does not waive its right to rely upon the
contributory negligence of the plaintiff and/or of the said
.Eddie Carter disclosed to the defendant from the plaintiff's
testimony during the trial of this case.

SE.ABOARD AIR LINE RAILWAY COMPANY.
By MUNFORD, HUNTON,
WILLIA:hiS & ANDERSON,
Counsel.
And at another day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity
Court of the City of Richmond, held the 25th day
of May, 1926.
page 17

Thi~ ~ay came again the parties by their attorneys and a
jury, to-wit: Robert E. Ganzert, Thomas McCarthy, George
T. Marchmont, Wirt E. Mallory, John J .. Fairbanks, John Kain
and Joseph Faherty, being sworn well and truly to try the
issue joined in this ease and having partly heard the evidence
were adjourned until tomorrow morning at half past nine
o'clock.

And at apother day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity Court
of the City of Richmond, held the 26th day of May, 1926.
This day came again the plaintiff and defendant by counsel
and the jury ~nvorn in this case on yesterday ·appeared in
Court in aceordance with their adjournment and having fully
heard the evidence and arguments of counsel were sent out of
Court to consult of a verdict and after some time returned
into Court with .a verdict in the words and figures following,
to-wit: "We, the jury on the issue joined, find for the plaintiff and assess .her damages at $3,000.00."
Thereupon, the defendant, by counsel, moved the Court to
set aside the said verdict as contrary to the law and the evidence and because of misdirections to the jury and to grant it
a new trial or to ente.r up judgment for the said defendant,
which motion the Court overruled.
page 18 ~ · Therefore, it is .considered bY. the Court that the
plaintiff recover against the defendant the sum of
Three thousand dollars with interest thereon to be computed
after the rate of six per centum per annum from the 26th day
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of May, 1926, until paid and his costs by him about his suit
in this behalf expended.
Memorandum: Upon the trial of this case the defendant,
by counsel, excepted to sundry opinions of the Court given
against it and on its motion leave is hereby given it to file bills
of exceptions or certificates of exception herein at any time
within sixty aays from ths date.
, ·Upon the further motion of the defendant, by counsel, it is
ordered that the judgment this day· rendered in this case be
suspended for a period of ninety days from this date in order
to enable the said defendant to apply fro a writ of error and
supersedeas upon condition that said defendant or some orie·
for. it enter into bond before the Clerk of this Court in the
penalty of Thirty-five hundred dollars with surety ·to be approved by said Clerk and conditioned according to 1aw withil!
ten days from this date.
.A.nd, now, at this day, to-wit: At a Law and Equity Court
of the City of Richmond, held the 20th day of July, 1926.
· This day came again the defendant, by counsel, and by leave
of the Court heretofore given, thi~ day tendered to the Court
its three bills or certificates of exception, which were received
by the Court, signed and sealed and ordered to be made a
part of the record, which is accordingly done..
page 19 ~DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO.1.
Vriginia:
In the Law and E.guity Court of the City of Richmond.
Walker Twine, Plaintiff,
v.
Seaboard .A.ir Line Railway Company, a Corporation, Defendant.
Be it remembered, that after the jury was sworn to try the
issue in this case, the plaintiff and defendant introduced the
following evidence, depositions and exhibits, which are all
the evidence, depositions and exhibts that either the plaintiff
or the defendant offered at the trial of this case, and· are in
the words and figures following:

•
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Pursuant to the provisions of Section 6342 of the Code of
Virginia 1919, it is agreed by and between counsel for the
plaintiff and counsel for the defendant that the-evidence and
exhibits forming a part of the defendant's bill of exceptions
No. 1, in the case of Helen Terrell v. Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, from the Law and Equity Court of the City
of Richmond, need not be copied into the record in this case,
but ·said evidence and exhibits in the case of Helen· Terrell
v. Seaboard Air Line Railway Company may be considered
by the Appellate Court as a part of the defendant's bill of
exceptions No. 1 herein, and as a part of the record in this case
with the same force and effect as if incorporated herein.
The exhibits attach~d hereto and identified by
the signature of the Judge presiding at the trial
of tni~ case, are made a part of this bill of exceptions No. 1, and the depositions of M. }f. Ivladden and Edward Nelson Carter, taken on behalf of the pJaintiff, and the
deposition of Dr. E. J. Kane, taken on behalf of the defendant, which depositions are made a part of this bill of exceptions No.1.

page 20
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And after the Court had given instructions to the jury,
which instructions are set out in bill of exceptions No. 2, to
which bill of exceptions reference is hereby made, and the
same is made a part hereof, and after argument by counsel.
the jury retired and considered their ·Verdict, and returned
and rendered a verdict in the words an figures following:
We, the jury on the issue joined, find for the plaintiff and
assess his damages at $3,000.00.
JOHN J. F AIRBANI(S, Foreman.
And, thereupon, the defendant moved the Court to set aside
the verdict and grant a new trial on the grounds that the said
verdict is contrary to the law and evidence herein; for error
on the part of the Court in giving said instructions as set out
in defendant's bill of exceptions No. 2; and in refusing to give
instructions E and F asked for by the defendant, as set out in
defendant's bill of exceptions No. 3, to which bill of exceptions
Nos. 2 and 3 reference is hereby expressly made.
The Court refused to set aside said verdict and proceeded
to enter up judgment against the defendant in the amount
o:f $3,000.00, with interest from the date of the verdict, to
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which action of the Court in refusing to set aside the verdict
and in overruling defendant's motion for a new trial, the defendant, by its counsel, excepts and prays that tliis, its bill of
exceptions No. 1, may be signed, sealed, enrolled
page 21 ~ and made a part of the· record in this case, which is
accordingly done on this the 20th day of July,
1926.

EDWIN P. COX, Judge.

(Seal.)

page 22} DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO.2.
Virginia:

In the Law and Equity Oourt of the City of Richmond.
Walker Twine, Plaintiff,

v.

Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, a Corporation, Defendant.
Be it remembered, that after the jury was sworn to try
the issue in this case and after the evidence had been taken
for both the plaintiff and the defendant, all of which is set
out in defendant's bill of exceptions No. 1 to which reference
is hereby made and the same is made a part hereof, the Court
gave the jury 16 instructions, Nos. 1 to 15, inclusive, as follows:

I.

These are all instructions of the Court and are to be read
and considered together and constitute the law of the case.'

II.
The. Court instructs the jury that the ordinances of the
City of Richmond introduced in evidence in force at the time
of the accident required the d_efendant:
1. To limit the rate of speed of its engines and trains to
four (4) miles per hour;
2. To erect and maintain vertical arm gates at the crossing in question and to provide for the closing of the same at
the approach of engines and trains so as to prevent accident;
and the failure to perform the duties set forth above constitutes negligence; an_d if you believe from the evidence that
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the defendant failed to perform its duty or duties
page 23 } in any or both of these respects, and the said failure or failures was or were the proximate cause
or proximate causes of the accident to the plaintiffs, without
negligence on their part as defined and set out in other instructions~ then you must find for the plaintiffs.

TIL
The Court instructs the jury in reference to the charge
made by the defendant company of intoxication on the part
of the driver of the car in which plaintiffs were passengers,
that before it can be said that the plaintiffs were guilty of
contributory negligence in riding with the driver of the car,
and thereby debar plaintiffs from recovery, the defendant
must prove by a preponderance of the evidence. unless it is
disclosed by the plaintiffs evidence or all the facts and circumstances of the case disclosed by the evidence :
1..Not only that the driver was intoxicated but that he
was intoxicated to such an extent that he could not operate
the automobile with ordinary care; and,
2. That the plaintiffs at the time of entering the car knew
that the driver was intoxicated to such an extent, or from the
driver's conduct, plaintiffs should have known that he was
intoxicated to such extent, or that plaintiffs had the opportunity of leaving the automobile after the driver's intoxicated
condition was, or should have been, discovered, or to control
or regulate the driver's conduct; and,
3. That the driver's intoxicated condition prevented him
from handling and operating the automobile with ordinary
care, and that such failure proximately contributed to the
collision in which plaintiffs were injured.
page 24}

IV.

The Court instructs the jury that the plaintiffs and· the
driver of the care presumed to have exercised due and proper
care, and to have observed all laws, ordinances and regulations at the time of the collision, and the defendant having
set up contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiffs
.as a bar to recovery by the 'plaintiffs, the burden of proving
that the plaintiffs were guilty of contributory negligence as
explained in other instructions given is upon the defendant,

~¥
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and· the defendant .must prove such contributory negligence
.on the part of the viaintiffs as defined in the other instructions, unless such contributory negligence is disclosed by
t~e plaintiff's own evidence or may be fairly inferred froiD:
the circumstances of the case as shown by the evidence.

v.
The Court instructs the jury that, even if you should believ~
from the evidence that Carter, the driver of the automobile,
was guilty of negligence on the occasion in question, yet
the plaintiffs are not responsible for Carter's negligence
·and the same will not be imputed to them unless the jury
believe from the evidence that they had or. exercised control
over the driver, or unless you believe from the driver, Carter, was intoxicated or careless to such an extent as to prevent him from using ordinary care, and this condition was
brought to the knowledge of the plaintiffs as defined in the
lOth instruction.

VI.
The Court instructs the jury that the mere happening of
the accident and receipt of injuries by the plaintiffs, Helen
. Terrell, James Ruling and Walker Twine, are no evidence
of negligence on the part of the defendant, Sea·page 25 ~board Air Line Railway Company, and do not afford a ground for recovery by the plaintiffs in
this snit. A recovery, if any, by the plaintiffs, Helen Terrell, James Ruling and Walker Twine, cannot be predicated
upon speculation, guess or random judgment as to how the
accident occurred, and the responsibility therefor. The burden is upon the _plaintiffs, Helen Terrell, James Ruling and
Walker Twine, to show by a preponderance of the evidence
that the defendant was guilty of negligence in one or more
of the particulars charged in the plaintiffs' declarations, and
that such negligence was the proximate cause of the accident
complained of, otherwise the jury should find for the defendant.
·
·

VII.
The Court instructs the jury that the burden of proof upon
the plaintiffs, as set forth in Instruction No. 6, can be sustained only if, in the opinion of the jury, the evidence supporting the plaintiffs' contention as to any issue outweighs
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and is better entitled to belief than is the opposing evidence,
and if, after full and impartial consideration the mind of the
jury should. remain in a state of equal b~lance as to any
such issue, the jury should find such issue in favor of the
defendant.
.
The preponderance of the evidence does not necessarily
mean the greater number of witnesses; it is the greater convincing weight of all the evidence before the jury. And the
jury are the sole judges of the credibility of the witnesses
and the reasonableness of their testimony.

VIII.
The Court instructs the jury that if they find from the evidence <that the plaintiffs were, themselves, guilty ·Of negligence as defined in these instructions, when the automobile
in which they were riding crossed or attempted to cross the
railroad tracks upon the occasion of their injuries,
page 26 } and such negligence efficiently contributed to cause
the injuries received, then they cannot recover in
this action even though the jury may believe from the evi-:
dence that the defendant was negligent.

IX.
The Qourt instructs the jury that two general principles
of law may be stated as follows:
1. That the negligence of the driver of the vehicle, in
which a passenger or guest of the driver is riding, will not
debar the passenger or guest from recovering in an action
such as this, if the passenger or guest had no reason to suspect any want of care, skill or sobriety on. the part of the
driver.
2. When the passenger or guest has opportunity to observe that the driver is reckless or intoxicated or not in a
fit condition to safely operate the vehicle, and voluntarily
continues to ride, then this conduct may be regarded as independent negligence on the part of the passeilg·er or guest
so that negligence of the driver is to be imputed to him.
Therefore, if the jury believe from the evjdence that Eddie
Carter, the driver of the automa)bile in 'vhjch the plaintiff
:was riding at the time of the accident in this case, was, at
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and oefore the time of the accident, under the influence of
intoxicating liquor and that during the ride this was known
to the plaintiffs or should have been known by the exercise
of ordinary care on their part, or ff the jury believe from
the evidence that the conduct of the said driver in the handling
and running of the automobile immediately preceding the
accident was such as to show or bring home to a person of
ordinary prudence and intelligence that he, the said Eddie
.Carter, was ·a reckless and careless driver on that occasion,
not fit to safely drive the car, then the jury is instructed
that if the plaintiffs ·voluntarily continued to ride in the
car with the said Eddie Carter, and could have ·
page 27 ~ left the same if they knew or should have known
by the exercise of ordinary care that the said
Eddie Carter was ander the influence of liquor, or that he
was a reckless driver and not one to be trusted in the safe
operation arid driving of an automobile, then under such circumstances· the Court instructs the jury that the plaintiffs
in remaining in the automobile after having knowledge. of
this fact thereby assumed the risk of any injury which may
have been caused or efficiently contributed to by any negligence of the...said Eddie Carter in t4e operation of the automobile. And if the jury further believe from the evidence
.that the manner in which the said Eddie Carter operated the
automobile on the occasion of the accident in question was
negligent, and that his negligence either proximately caused
or efficiently contributed in any degree in causing the accident, the jury must find their verdict for the defendant. But
.if you believe from the evidence that the plaintiffs had no
jknowledge or reason to believe tl1at the driver of the. au toM
. mobile was a careless or unsafe driver, or under the influence
of liquor a~ above explained, then you are instructed that the
/Carelessness or negligence or intoxication of the driver, if
there was such carelessness, negligence or intoxication, can.not be attributed to the plaintiffs and will not of itself bar a
recovery.

X.
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the
evidence in this cause that at the time of the accident the
-automobile was being driven at a rate of speed in excess of
that permitted by an ordinance of the City of Richmond,
with the acquiescence and knowledge of the occupants ·of
the said automobile, and without protest on their part, then
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the jury are instructed that both the driver and
page 28 } occupants of the automobile may he guilty of negligence, as explained in another instruction; but
the burden of proof is upon the defendant to show such excess of speed unless the same (can be) appears from the
plaintiffs' evidence or all the facts and circumstances of the
case.
And if the jury shall further believe from the evidence
that such negligenc~ caused or efficiently contributed to the
a·ccident, then there can be no recovery by the plaintiffs.

XI.
The Court instructs the jury that if you believe from the
evidence that at the time of the accident complained of the
plaintiffs, Helen Terrell, James Ruling and Walker Twine,
were intoxicated or under the influence of liquor, and by relf)o.
,son of that fact failed to exercise ordinary care for their
own safety, then' they were guilty of negligence, and if you
further believe from the evidence tha,t. such negligence on
their part proximately or efficiently caused or contributed to
the injury, then you should find for the defendant.

XII.
The Court instructs the jury that if you should find for
the plaintiffs, then in estimating their damages, you may
take into consideration their injuries, their physical pain
and mental sufferng (past and future), shock and injury to
their nervous systems, caused by said collisions, the loss of
wages on account of loss of time from their work on account
'Of said injuries; the duration of their injuries ; the impairment of their ability to perform their work in the future;
and their age, and allow them respectively such
page 29} sums as will fairly and adequately compensate
them for their injuries caused by said collision not
exceeding the sums sued for by each of them, respectively. ,

XIII.
The Court instructs the jury that a traveler, either a driver
of an automob.ile or an occupant thereof, when approaching
a grade crossing of a railroad where gates are in use, must
use that degree of care which a person of ordinary prudence
would use under like circumstances before going on the track.
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While the same degree of care is not 1·equire(l as at a crossing where no such devices are used, still he must use such
reasonable care as an ordinarily prudent person would exercise under like circumstances to ascertain whether or not a
train is approaching. They cannot rely entirely on an open
g~te ·as a guarantee of safety~
XIIIa.
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the
evidence that the defendant failed to lo,ver the gates, as re~
quired by the .ordinances in evidence, then such failure may
be taken by the driver of an automobile as a notice that it
was safe to proceed across the tracks of the defendant, as
the driver had a right to presume that the defendant would
obey the said ordinances.

. XIV.
The Court instructs the jury that the same duty to look
and listen devolved upon Eddie Carter, the driver of the automobile, as set forth in Instruction No. 13, notwithstanding
the failure of the defendant to lower t.he gates at
page 30 ~ the crossing; and if yo1;1 believe from the evidence
that the said Eddie Carter failed to use the precaution of a person of ordinary prudence an.d care in looking
out for and listening for the approach of the train, as set
forth in Instruction No. 13, then the said Eddie Carter was
guilty of negligence ; and if you further believe from the
evidence that the negligence of the said Carter is imputed to
the plaintiffs in this case, as set forth in other instructions
.of this Court, then such negligence on the part of Eddie Carter, the driver of the automobile, is imputed to the plaintiffs
in this case. ·

XV.
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe. from the
evidence in this case the automobile, in which the plaintiffs
were riding, 'vas driven by the driver thereof, in approach.ing said crossing, in a reckless and careless ·manner, and at
.an unreasonable and negligent rate of speed, and that the
driver did not heed the near approach of tl!e defendant's
train; and if the jury furtlu~r believe from the evidence that
·by the exercise of ordinary care the driver of the automobile
.could have seen or heard the approach of the defendant's

I
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train in time to have avoided the accident by the exercise on
his part of ordinary care, but that he failed to do so ; and if
the jury further believe from the evidence that it was solely
due to the rate of speed and the reckless and careless manner in which the automobile was driven by the driver, and
solely to the negligence and carelessness of the driver of the
automobile in the particulars referred to that the driver thereof did not or was not able to check or stop said automobile
m time to avoid the accident, then if the jury believe from
the evidence that the act of the driver was the sole
page 31 ~ proximate cause of the plaintiffs' injury as an
independent cause without relation to the acts· of
the plaintiffs or the defendant, then the jury should find for
the defendant.
Of the instructions those numbered 2, ·3, 4, 5, 12 and 13a,
were instructions asked for by the plaintiff; and those num.bered 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14 and 15 were instructions asked
for by the defendant, some of which ·were given in modified
form, and Instruction No. 1 was given by the Court on its own
motion.
To the giving of Instructions 2 and 13a, as asked for by
the plaintiff and modified by the Court, the defendant, by its
counsel, objected and excepted and at the time of objecting
to said instructions stated its grounds of objection to be as
follows:
\ 1. To the giving of Instruction No. 2 defendant, by counsel, objected on the following grounds:
(a) That the ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting
speed of engines and trains in streets to four (4) miles an
hour does not apply to crossings, but only to operation of
trains and engines in the streets of the City and said. ordinance had no application in this case.
(b) Ordinance limiting speed of trains to four (4) miles
an hour is unreasonable and void insofar as it applies to
the Hermitage Street Crossing, where the accident occurred,
-particularly in view of the fact that the defendant was required to erect and maintain vertical arm gates at said crossing.
2. To the giving of Instruction 13a defendant objected
.upon the following grounds:
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(a) That said instruction was inconsistent with Instruction No. 13, asked for by defendant and given by the Court,
and told the jury that the plaintiff had a right to proceed
across the track if the vertical arm gates were not
.page 32 ~ lowered, thus in effect telling the. j·ury that plaintiff had a right to rely on .an open gate as a guarantee of safety, contrary to the decisions in this State.
Which objections the Court overruled and the. defendant,
by counsel, duly excepted.
Wherefore, the said defendant tenders this, ,its Bill of Exceptions No. 2, and prays that the same may be signed, sealed,
enrolled and made a part of the record in this case, which is
:accordingly done on tpis the 20th day of July, 19~6.
:· This bill of exceptions is intended to cover all ruling of
this Court in reference to the above instructions, which were
objected to for the reasons hereinbefore set forth by the defendant, the same. as if several bills of exceptions had been
tendered and signed by this Court in conned;ion with its sevP.ral rulings on each and all of said instructions.
And it is so ordered.
EDWIN P. COX, Judge.
page 33
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{Seal.)

DEFENDANT'S BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 3.

Virginia:
In the Law and Equity Court of the City of Richmond.
Walker Twine, Plaintiff,

v.

Seaboard Air Line Railway Company, a Corporation, De-·
fendant.
Be it remembered, that after the jury was sworn to try
the issue in this case, and after all the evidence had been
taken for both the plaintiff and the defendant, all of which
is set· out in the defendant's bill of exceptions No. 1, to which
reference is hereby made and the same is made a part hereof. Plaintiff and defendant, by their couns'31, asked the Court
to ~ve instructions to the jury, identified as A, B, C, D, E
and F, as follows:
.
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A.
·, The Court instructs the jury that the testimony of Madden and Mr. Wright, so far as the same relates to the driver
~f the car prior to the night of the accident, is to be disregarded, as the same is immaterial .and irrelevant to the issues in these causes, and the testimony of these witnesses as
.to the driver of the car is only material and relevant as to
his condition on the night of the accident in question and is
only to be considered by the jury.

B.
0

The Court instructs the jury that the law requires railroad companies to use ordinary care to keep proper lookout
in order to discover persons using the highways
page 34 ~ in the exercise of ordinary caxe so as to prevent
injury to them; and if you believe that the defendant failed to keep a proper lookout, thep.· such failure constituted negligence; and if you further believe that such failure was the proximate cause of the collision and that the
plaintiffs were without negligence as defined in other instructions, then you must find for the plaintiffs.
Refused.

E. P. C.

c.
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the
evidence that the gates in question were up, and that the
plaintiff took notice of this fact, then this was in the nature
of an invitation on the part of the defendant that he could
cross the tracks with safety, and the plaintiff had a right to
place reliance upon this invitation, and the same qegree of
care and caution was not required of him as there would have
· been had there been no such invitation.
Refused.

E.

P. C.
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D.
The Court instructs the jury that as a matter of law unthe uncontradicted evdience of this case, the plaintiffs
were passengers in the automobile in question exercising and.
having no right to exercise control over the driver, and therefore the driver's negligence cannot be imputed to the plaintiffs; and if you further believe from the evidence that the
defendant company's servants were guilty of negligence in
any one of the particulars outlined in the other instructions
given, and that such negligence efficiently contributed to the
collision and injuries of the plaintiffs, then you must find
for the plaintiffs, notwithstanding the fact that you may also
be~eve from the evidence that the driver of the automobile
in which the plaintiffs were riding were guilty of
. page 35 } negligence and that his negligence also contributed
to the collision and injuries. Provided you further believe plaintiffs were not negligent as set out in other
instructions. given.
Refused Pl.
Refused.
d~r

E. P. C.
..l. ..-.:--·-···

·'

E.

The . Court 'instructs the jury that the ortlinance of the
City of Richmond prohibiting the movement of an engine in
a street at a greater rate of speed than four miles an hour
has no application to the facts in this case, and you should,
therefore, disregard the same.
· This instruction is refused under .A.
Va. 484.
Refused.

c: L. R. v. Tyler, 124
E. P. C.

F.
The Court instructs the jury that the Ordinance of the
City of Richmond prohibiting the movement ·of an engine in
a street at a greater rate of speed than four miles an hour,
in so far as it applies to the Hermitage Road Crossing of
the defendant company, is unreasonable, and, therefore, as
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to such crossing void and of no effect, and should be disre~.
garded by you.
This instruction is refused under A. C. L. R. v. Tyler, 124
Va. 484.
Refused.

E. P. C.

Of the following instructions those lettered B, C and D
were instructions asked for by the plaintiff, and those lettered E and F were instructions asked for by the defendant;
and the instruction lettered A was prepared by the Court on
its own motion, but the Court declined to give the same.
page 36
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· The Court refused to give said instructions lettered A, B, 0, D, E and F, and to the action of
the Court in refusing to ·give instructions lettered E and F
asked for by the defendant, defendant, by their counsel, duly
excepted and stated their grounds of objection to the refusal
of the Court to give said instructions as follows:
1. Grounds of objection to refusal of Court to give instruction lettered E :
The ordinance of the City of Richmond, limiting speed of
trains and engines in streets of the city to four (4) miles
per hour has no applic~tion in· this case, as it applies to speed
of trains where tracks of railroads are located in the streets,
and has no application to speed of trains over crossings.
2. Grounds of objection to refusal of Court to give instruction lettered F :
Ordinance of the City of Richmond, lim~ting speed of engines or trains in streets of the City of Richmond to four
(4) miles per hour, is unreasonable and void insofar as it
relates to the Hermitage Road Crossing of the defendant,
particularly in view of the fact that the crossing is protected by vertical arm gates.
Wherefore, defendant prays that this, its Bill of Exceptions No. 3 may be signed, sealed, enrolled and made a part
of the record in this case, which is accordingly done on this
~he 20th day of July, 1926.
EDWIN P. COX, Judge.

(Seal.)
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page 37 ~

I, Luther Libby, Clerk of the Law and Equity
Court of the City of Richmond, do .hereby certify
that the foregoing is a true transcript of that part of the
record that was agreed should be copied in the case of Walker Twine against the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company,
and that the said Walker Twine had due notice ·of the in'tention· of the defendant to apply for such transcript.
Witness my hand this 26th day of July, 1926.
LUTHER LIBBY, Clerk.
Fee for record $18.00.
A Copy-Teste :

H. STEWART JONES, C. C.
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